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ABSTRACT
Natural Language Processing (NLP) for underresourced languages
may benefit from a bootstrapping approach to utilise the sparse
resources across closely related languages. This brings afore the
question of language similarity, and therewith the question of how
to measure that, so as to make informed predictions on poten-
tial success of bootstrapping. We present a method for measur-
ing morphosyntactic similarity by developing Context Free Gram-
mars (CFGs) for isiXhosa and isiZulu verb fragments that are rel-
evant for the use case of weather forecast generation. We then
investigate morphosyntactic similarity of the CFGs using parse
tree analysis and four binary similarity measures. In particular, we
selected four binary similarity measures from other domains and
adapted them to our data, which are the word sets generated from
the respective CFGs. The similarity measures together with the
parse tree analysis are used to study the the extent to which both
languages can be generated by a singular grammar fragment. The
resulting 52 rules for isiXhosa and 49 rules for isiZulu overlap on 42
rules. This supports the existing intuition of similarity, as they are
in the same language cluster. The morphosyntactic similarity mea-
sured with the binary coefficients reached 59.5% overall (adapted
Driver-Kroeber), with 99.5% for the past tense only. This lower score
cf. the structure of the CFG is attributable to the small differences
in terminals in mainly the prefix of the verb. The parse tree analysis
and binary similarity measures show that a modularised set of rules
for the prefix, verb root, and suffix would allow the generation of
the two languages with a single grammar where only the prefix
requires differentiation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
South Africa is a multilingual country with 11 official languages. All
the country’s languages, with the exception of English, are under-
resourced despite being spoken by approximately over forty-five
million people [31]. Investment in Information and communications
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technologies (ICTs) that have Southern African language interfaces
is increasingly becoming important, as a number of surveys have
shown that South Africans have relatively low English language
proficiency and literacy skills [27, p.5], which is unlikely to change
soon for a number of socio-economic and geo-political reasons
specific to the country’s history (the now defunct Apartheid sys-
tem). Multinational companies such as Google Inc., Facebook, and
Canonical Ltd. have started offering limited support for indigenous
South African languages in their products. Generally, the state
of Human Language Technologies (HLTs) for the indigenous lan-
guages is still poor [14, 15], however. It is known that the these
languages are related and can be classified into two main groups1:
the Nguni cluster with isiXhosa, isiZulu, siSwati, and isiNdebele and
the Sotho-Tswana cluster with Sesotho, Setswana, and Sepedi [21].
This suggests that the few resources that exist for one language,
such as linguistic annotation ontologies, morphological analysers,
etc., may be leveraged to benefit other languages within the same
group. Moreover, one may also be able to exploit their similarities to
target all languages in a groupwhen building newHLTs. There have
been attempts to bootstrap a Bantu language’s existing resources
for another language within the same group (e.g [1] bootstrap mor-
phological analysers for Nguni languages). However, to be able to
bootstrap resources effectively for computational support, one has
to have insight into the similarities of the languages in question
beyond just intuition from linguists and speakers of the respective
languages. This raises the question of how to measure similarity
and, in fact, what aspect(s) of the languages is going to be measured
on their similarity. While such questions are relevant in general
for any pair of languages—e.g., in what way are, say, Spanish and
Italian similar, and to what extent?—we focus here on the major
language group, Nguni, which is the first/home language of over 30
million people. More specifically, for this context we seek to answer
the following two questions:
(1) How morphosyntactically similar are isiXhosa and isiZulu
verbs?
(2) Can a single merged set of grammar rules be used to produce
correct verbs for both languages?
In order to answer them, we first develop CFGs for the isiZulu and
isiXhosa verbs that are relevant for the use case of weather forecast
generation. The weather domain is chosen because the resulting
grammars can be used within a surface realizer when building an
Natural Language Generation (NLG) system. The respective gram-
mars are analysed using parse trees and binary similarity measures.
A total of 51 distinct rules for isiXhosa and isiZulu were developed,
observing some differences in the respective prefixes. Due to their
1We set aside Tshivenda and Xitsonga as they are the only South African languages in
their respective language groups.
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high rule similarity with respect to the variables, the parse tree
similarity analysis does not provide much more insight into the
similarity. The similarity measures over the strings generated by
the respective CFGs were adapted from other application domains
so as to make it usable for language comparison. This did give
insight into their morphosyntactic similarities. Morphosyntactic
similarity reached 59.5% (Driver-Kroeber metric) and scales as it
should with the other three (Sorensen, Jaccard, Sorgenfrei). The
word space similarity approach taken here may be useful for other
roughly related languages.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
describes preliminaries regarding the languages and the nature of
binary similarity measures. Section 3.1 lays out the materials and
methods to compare the two languages’ verb. Section 4 and Section
5 present the results and discussion of the experiments. Section 6
concludes.
2 BACKGROUND
This section begins with a brief overview of the morphology of
isiXhosa and isiZulu, and, by extension, the Nguni cluster. This is is
followed by a short review of the methods that have been used to
measure document similarity. Lastly, we discuss binary similarity
measures and the selected measures that will be adapted in this
investigation.
2.1 Languages and the Nguni cluster
Natural languages’ morphology is generally classified into four
types: polysynthetic, isolating, inflectional, and agglutinating [30,
p.38], which may overlap. For instance, an inflectional language
may have slight polysynthetic features and an agglutinating lan-
guage can have slight fusional features [30]. Bantu languages—to
which the Nguni cluster belongs—are generally labelled as agglu-
tinating despite that not all are strictly so [24, p.28]. IsiXhosa and
isiZulu have a complex morphology that is considered to be ag-
glutinating. Geographically, these languages belong to Zone S of
the classification of Bantu languages [21]. The two languages are
“verby” [24, p.21] like other Bantu languages. This means that in-
formation that would be presented through syntactical or lexical
methods in other languages is presented through complex verbal
agglutination. To illustrate, consider the following two examples:
(1) ii-bhokhwe zi-za-ku-hamb-a
10.goats 10.SC-IFUT-INF-walkvr-FV
‘The goats will leave’
(2) si-ya-bon-an-a
1pers pl-CONT-seevr-REC-FV
‘we will see each other’
The ‘10’ in (1) denotes the noun class of the plural noun for ‘goat’,
which then requires the subject concord of that noun class to conju-
gate the verb (the ‘10.SC’), and similarly for 1st, 2nd and 3rd sg. and
pl., like the si- to indicate the 1st pers. pl. ‘we’ in the second example
(alike the -amos conjugation for -ar ending verbs in Spanish, but
then as prefix). Note that in Bantu languages, each noun belongs to
a noun class and each class has specific subject and object concord
morphemes in the verb to ensure agreement when that noun is
used as a subject or object, respectively. IsiZulu has 17 noun classes
and isiXhosa 15, and each noun class has a specific subject and
object concord.
Other morphemes include the immediate future tense -za-, the
infinitive -ku- in example (1), and the reciprocative -an- in example
(2). More generally, the verbs in the two languages can be inflected
for aspect, mood, tense, and subject & object agreement (among
other things) in the prefix to the verb root and extensions after the
verb [19]. These verbs can be built from a (mostly fixed-order) slot
system [20, 21], of which a simplified example is given in Figure 1.
The agglutination of the elements (clitics) in the slot system may
require phonological conditioning, especially for vowel-commencing
verb roots; e.g., zi + akha = zakha. We deem the rules for phono-
logical conditioning orthogonal to the rules for the grammatical
constituents of the verb.
Figure 1: A (simplified) example of the verb slot system. Pre-
fix is a slot that contains a number of elements such as the
subject concord; OC is the object concord, VR is the verb root,
and Suffix is slot that contains a number of elements such as
the passive and final vowel.
2.2 Language similarity
Let us consider resemblance of two languages [2]: for any two docu-
ments X and Y, the function 0 ≤ r (X ,Y ) ≤ 1 calculates the similarity
of two documents. There are three types of similarities that can be
measured for any two documents: lexical (and phrasal), syntactic,
and semantic similarity. The comparison of documents need not
directly make use of their text but it can use their typological fea-
tures as done by Georgi et al. [12]. Lexical and semantic similarity
can be measured by using a number of well established instruments
such as latent semantic analysis, Spearman’s correlation coefficient,
Leacock-Chodorow, and Resnik [16, 34]. However, one can also
make use of custom metrics [17]. Syntactic similarity has been com-
pared at the sentence level through the use of w-shinglings [2, 25].
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been work that quanti-
fies the verbal morphosyntax between two related agglutinating
languages. The only work that is close to that goal was carried
out by Chavula and Suleman [4] where the authors developed a
weighted similarity measure for the purpose of Bantu language
stem-based cluster induction using 3-shinglings. The next section,
therefore, takes a step back in order to consider several generic
similarity measures.
2.3 Similarity measures
Binary similarity measures are useful methods for measuring simi-
larity between two sets of objects, where these measures may be
part of techniques of measuring containment and resemblance [2].
Similarity coefficients are used broadly, ranging from botany [28]
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to software fault localisation [6], to determine the similarity of
binary feature vectors. A recent comprehensive survey collected
76 measures and classified them using hierarchical clustering [5]
and another list can be found in Todeschini et al. [33].
We are interested in coefficients that we will adjust for our pur-
poses; these are the Jaccard [18], Sorenson [7], Driver-Kroeber
[11], and Sorgenfrei [29] (as cited by Todeschini et al. [33]) coeffi-
cients. These asymmetric metrics were chosen because they were
well-documented and the time-consuming task of determining the
nature of the other metrics given in Choi et al. [5] did not yield any
results.
The Sorenson measure is also called the Sorenson-Dice or Dice
measure, and the Driver-Kroeber is alternatively named the Ochiai
measure [36]. The Sorenson measure was developed by Dice [7] to
study the association of two species in a geographical region. Given
two species Γ and Σ that exists primarily in two general regions, X
and Y , one can determine the association of Σ to Γ as the ratio of
the ‘shared space’ of Γ and Σ to size of the space in which Γ is found,
which can be represented as Σ ⊗ Γ = |X∩Y ||X | . It is complemented
by the association of Γ to Σ, calculated with Γ ⊗ Σ = |X∩Y ||Y | . This
association differs for any two species based on which species is
used as a base. Dice [7] devised a coincidence index in order to
generalise the association index to ensure that association between
two species was not variable based on which species is used as the
base. The new index is the ratio of the sizes of the shared spaces2
to the total number of species in both sets (Γ ⋄Σ = Σ⋄Γ = 2 |X∩Y ||X |+ |Y | ).
This is the measure that is known as the Sorenson-Dice coefficient.
The Jaccard index was first introduced as the ‘coefficient of
community’ [18]. It measures the ratio of shared items to the total
number of items that exist in two sets, and was initially applied to
study the distribution of flora in the Alps. It can be calculated using
the formula Σ ⋄ Γ = |X∩Y ||X |+ |Y | .
The Driver-Kroeber measure was developed in ethnology to
measure the cultural traits that exist between two groups of people.
Driver and Kroeber [11], unlike Dice [7], do not double theweight of
the shared space. Instead, they merge the two indices by calculating
the geometrical mean of the two association indices. The Driver-
Kroeber metric is calculated with Σ ⋄ Γ = |X∩Y |√ |X | |Y | . The Sorgenfrei
metric consolidates the two association indices by multiplying them
together to obtain Σ ⋄ Γ = |X∩Y |2|X | |Y | .
3 SIMILARITY ASSESSMENT
The main aim of the similarity assessment is to find out how similar
isiXhosa and isiZulu are with respect to their respective verbs and
the secondary aim is to assess how well the selected similarity
measures perform.
3.1 Materials and Methods
The assessment contains several steps, which are mainly the CFG
development, adaptation of the similarity measures, and carrying
out the comparisons, which are detailed in this section.
2Technically, there is one shared space but it is counted twice.
3.1.1 CFG development process. Because the verb structure is
complex and the grammar for isiXhosa and isiZulu is neither well
documented nor fully studied, we choose to formalise an interesting
subset of it that also may be of practical use: those verb features
used in weather forecasts. A corpus of English weather forecasts is
collected from the South AfricanWeather Service (SAWS)3, which is
then translated into isiXhosa by a member of the School of African
Languages and Literature at the University of Cape Town. Verbs
are manually extracted from the isiXhosa text to determine the
grammatical features used. This was complementedwith a literature
intensive approach for designing the CFG, using [9, 10, 13, 22, 23,
26, 32] to collect detailed information about how the verb’s mood,
aspect, and tense function in the two languages. The quality of the
rules is evaluated during development by one of the authors who
speaks both languages and, for indicative purpose, by two linguists
(one for each language). For the latter, a random sample of 100
strings were extracted from the total number of strings that the
respective CFGs generate, and each linguist is asked to annotate
them on syntactic and semantic correctness and any comments
they may have.
3.1.2 Similarity measures assessment. We adapt the measures
described in Section 2 to the setting of measuring similarity between
natural languages. We begin by defining, for any two sets A and B
of natural language’s tokens, the variables a = |A ∩ B |, b = |B −A|,
and c = |A − B |. If we let B be one language (e.g., the set of isiZulu
verb strings generated by its CFG) and A be another language (e.g.,
the set of isiXhosa verb strings form its CFG) then a is the number
of verbs shared by the ‘languages’, b is the number of verbs that
exist in B but not A (i.e., in isiZulu but not isiXhosa), and c is the
number of verbs that exist in A but not B (i.e., isiXhosa but not
isiZulu). The definition of these variables means that we can rewrite
the binary similarity measures discussed in Section 2.3 in order to
obtain Equations 1-4. Effectively, any instance of |X ∩ Y | in the
original measures listed above is substituted with a, |X | with a + b
and |Y | with a + c .
J (A,B) = a
a + b + c
(1)
S(A,B) = 2a2a + b + c (2)
DK(A,B) = a√(a + b)(a + c) (3)
Sorд(A,B) = a
2
(a + b)(a + c) (4)
Thus, the original measures’ ‘spaces’ or ‘regions’—physical in
ecology and abstract in ethnology—containing elements (organisms
social traits, respectively) are recast as spaces/regions that are filled
with CFG-generated strings of a language.
While the formulae for the measures are different, they may
behave in the same way given a certain input, and therewith be
the same after applying a conversion ratio. In order to assess this,
we generate 1024 cases of triples (a,b,c) using the Numpy4 discrete
uniform distribution random integer generator with the constraint
3http://www.weathersa.co.za/
4http://www.numpy.org/
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a + b + c = 1024. We then calculate the difference between them
for each of the 1024 triples and check the ratios obtained against
the values we obtain with the four measures.
3.1.3 IsiXhosa and isiZulu comparison. It is common knowledge
to anyone familiar with isiXhosa and isiZulu that they share some
verbs. This opens up the ability to compare the verbal rules by
comparing the verbs that are generated when the verb roots and
concords are fixed. This comparison is based on the premise that
a similarity evaluation on the shared language space can give an
indication similarity between the two rule sets. We use the devel-
oped CFG rules, Python, and Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) to
generate two sets of verbs, and compare the resulting isiXhosa and
isiZulu strings sets to each other. More precisely, we first select a
verb root that exists in both isiXhosa and isiZulu, i.e.: -zol-, which
means ‘become calm’. We then select a subject concord of one of
the noun classes, li- (for noun class 5), and leave the optional slot
for the object concord empty. Then the production rules of the CFG
are used to fill in the other slots to generate a set of strings for the
two languages. That was done in a way to form four clusters of
rules: using (1) the complete set of rules, (2) present tense rules
only, (3) all verb rules excluding present tense rules, and (4) past
tense rules only. The respective resulting string sets are inputted to
the natural language-adjusted binary similarity measures (Eqs. 1–4)
to quantify similarity.
Further, 25 verb stems are extracted from an English-isiZulu
dictionary [8], five a-commencing roots, 5 b-commencing roots
etc. such that they also exist in isiXhosa. These verbs are used
to determine whether there is a variation in the binary similarity
results when different verb roots are used. Each verb root is again
paired with the subject concord li- and an empty object concord,
and the resulting strings are also provided as input to the binary
similarity measures.
The subject and object concord were fixed in the aforementioned
similarity calculations. It may be possible that the similarity could
be different when a different pair of concords is used. We assess
this by randomly picking five subject-object concord pairs existing
in both isiZulu and isiXhosa that are then paired with the verb
root -zol-; they are5 (a, zi), (i, wa), (i, yi), (lu, bu), and (u, yi). The
complete set of verb rules (aforementioned rule cluster 1) is used to
generate strings with each of the concords and the resulting verbs
are provided as input to the binary similarity measures.
4 RESULTS
This section describes the results obtained with the CFG and simi-
larity comparisons.
4.1 CFG development and comparison
Twelve weather reports were collected from SAWS, one for each
month to cover all seasons. They had an average of 488 words
per document. Four sentences from each document were selected
and translated into isiXhosa. The isiXhosa translations contained
53 verbs, with 27 unique verbs. The spread of the verbs based on
mood is such that there were 22 indicative, 2 participial, and 3
subjunctive. The verb extensions associated with the weather are
5In each tuple, the first element is the subject concord, and the second is the object
concord.
perfect, causative, neuter, and reciprocity. As a starting point for
CFG development, we selected two verbal aspects (progressive and
exclusive) and three tenses (past, present, and future) for inclusion
in the grammar. The number of rules is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Total number of rules and intersection size of
isiZulu and isiXhosa CFG rules. Production rules are par-
titioned into 1) terminal productions, 2) those that en-
code exclusive-morpheme-use only, 3) those that encode
exclusive-morpheme-use and morphotactics, and 4) those
that encode morphotactics only.




isiZulu 49 13 6 8 22
isiXhosa 52 12 9 8 23
Intersection 42 11 6 8 17
IsiXhosa
Indicative & Participial
(x0.) Verb → SC PC OC VR Snp
(x1.) Verb → Ape OC VR Snp a
Subjunctive
(x2.) Verb → Pre f ix OC VR Snp
(x3.) Verb → Apes OC VR Snp a
(x4.) Pre f ix → Aes PC1
IsiZulu
Indicative & Participial
(z0.) Verb → Aes PC1 OC VR Snp
Subjunctive
(z1.) Verb → Pre f ix OC VR Sp
(z2.) Verb → Pre f ix OC VR Snp a
(z3.) Pre f ix → SI SC | SC
Figure 2: Rules that have differences between isiXhosa and
isiZulu’s present tenses. SC: subject concord; PC/PC1: present
continuous; OC: object concord; VR: verb root; Ape /Aes /Apes :
progressive, exclusive, and simple aspect (used exclusively);
Snp /Sp : neuter and perfect verb extensions; SI : present im-
perative morpheme.
As can be seen in Table 1, there is a high overlap in rules over-
all. A difference is that isiXhosa has three additional rules that
encode exclusivity in the use of (1) present tense and non-present
continuity (C → PC |NPC), (2) the progressive aspect and the re-
mote past (PRP → P |PR), and (3) the progressive aspect and the
present continuity morpheme (PCP → P |PC). For the terminals,
the main difference lies in isiZulu’s infinitive (F → uku) and im-
perative present tense (SI → ma), whereas isiXhosa has F → ku
for the infinitive. Potentially interesting diverging rules are listed
in Figure 2. IsiXhosa present indicative and participial rules have
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(a) Tree representation of the combined isiXhosa/IsiZulu
(Xh/Zu) prefix rule.
(b) Left: Subtree representation of an isiXhosa-only op-
tional present continuity; Right: Subtree representation of an
isiZulu-only presence of the exclusive aspect.
Figure 3: Tree representations of the isiXhosa and isiZulu’s
indicative and participial moods prefix (rule 0 in Figure 2).
The Ω node representsmutual exclusiveness for its subtrees.
an additional rule (rule x1 in Figure 2) cf. isiZulu has two differ-
ences in the prefixes: 1) isiXhosa uses a fixed present continuity
indicator (PC) whereas in isiZulu it can be empty (PC1) (see rules x0
and z0), and 2) the isiZulu prefix incorporates the exclusive aspect.
These differences are minor, as the underlying structure of the two
rules is the same (see Figure 3). This is because the isiZulu rule
is a ‘super-rule’ of its isiXhosa equivalent when considering the
variables only.
Rules xh2 and zu1 for the subjective mood (see Figure 2) have
minor differences in the suffix, where isiZulu requires the perfect
suffix only (Sp ) but isiXhosa also requires the neuter extension (Snp ).
This does not affect the overall structure of both rules, for there is
only one mutually exclusive morpheme and the rest of the slots are
equivalent. Rules x3 and z2 differ in their prefixes: isiXhosa deals
with the simple, exclusive, and progressive aspects whereas the
isiZulu rule deals with only the mandatory simple aspect. The rules
defining the general prefix for the present subjunctive mood (x4
and z3 in Figure 2) differ in that isiXhosa incorporates continuity,
whereas isiZulu does not.
Thus, the manual and, by extension parse tree, analysis of the
CFGs does show a high degree of similarity at least at the variable-
level. While still mostly qualitative, the precision with the rules
developed here confirms more accurately the hitherto informal
perceptions of similarity.
The indirect quality assessment by the two linguists yielded lim-
ited results. The isiXhosa linguist evaluated all 99 strings (with one
having been removed due to an error) and the isiZulu linguist eval-
uated only 69 of the 99. IsiXhosa syntactic and semantic correctness
were 52% and 58%, respectively, and for isiZulu they were 23% and
25%, respectively. While this may not look good, it must be noted
that they are the first verb CFG to include tense other than present
tense and they explicitly do not cover phonological conditioning.
Further, this difference is partially due to the isiZulu linguist being
more experienced in evaluating CFG outputs than the isiXhosa lin-
guist and partially because isiZulu suffers from more phonological
conditioning noise in the strings. This is especially apparent with
afore-mentioned difference in immediate future tense (uku- vs ku-).
4.2 Similarity measures for isiZulu and
isiXhosa
Having shown that the grammar rules are very similar, we now
proceed to the quantitative results with the adapted binary similar-
ity measures of Jaccard, Sorenson, Driver-Kroeber, and Sorgenfrei.
504 unique strings were generated for the first assessment with
-zol- and 12600 with the 25 shared verb roots. This resulted in the
similarity measures listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Calculated binary similarity measure values
(rounded) for the verb sets generated by the respective frag-
ment of the CFG, using -zol-.
Rule Cluster Sorg J DK S
Complete 0.354 0.423 0.595 0.595
Present tense 0.376 0.435 0.613 0.606
Past and future 0.341 0.412 0.584 0.584
Past tense 0.990 0.990 0.995 0.995
The results abide by the relation 0 ≤ Sorд(A,B) ≤ J (A,B) ≤
S(A,B) ≤ DK(A,B) ≤ 1, for all binary vectors A, B [33, 35]. The
results in Table 2 show that there is little difference between the
measured similarities for each tense cluster (past, present, and
future) within each binary coefficient. The past tense cluster, for
each measure, has the highest similarity values when compared to
the other two tenses regardless the measure used.
The results obtained by using different subject and object con-
cords paired with -zol- as well as modifying the verb roots are the
same as for -zol- with the fixed subject concord listed in Table 2
(results omitted). Thus, the actual vocabulary and slots selected in
the similarity assessment had no effect on the similarity measure.
Recall that the Sorgenfrei index is mathematically similar to the
Jaccard (Sorg ≈ J) and the Sorenson index is similar to the Driver-
Kroeber (S ≈ DK) (Eqs. 1-4). This closeness is confirmed by the
results in Table 2: the Jaccard and Sorgenfrei measures differ by at
most 0.071, and the Driver-Kroeber and Sorenson measures differ
by at most 0.007 for all the compared verb sets.
4.3 Similarity measure behaviour
To better interpret the similarity values obtained for the language
spaces of the isiXhosa and isiZulu words generated, as well as for
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Figure 4: Difference in four binary similaritymethods when
the size of the intersection between two sets increases and
the sets’ complement decreases. Similarity is measured with
value between zero (Different) and one (Equivalent).
any pair of languages one may wish to assess likewise, we now
proceed to the results of the measures’ behaviour.
The maximum and average differences between the Sorenson
and Sorgenfrei measure are 0.250 and 0.166, respectively, which is
higher than the differences between the Driver-Kroeber and Jaccard
ones (0.247 and 0.142). The Jaccard and Driver-Kroeber measures
are more intuitive for language spaces6, because they are sensitive
to the fact that the two ‘languages’ may have different sizes and
uses this to generate a better measure.
To convert one into the other, we need a more detailed represen-
tation of the relationship between the four metrics, which is shown
in Figure 4 that was obtained with the 1024 (a,b, c) triples. While
it varies by the size of the sets, a Jaccard measure can be obtained
from a Sorgenfrei one by adding about 0.04, the Driver-Kroeber
from the Jaccard by adding about 0.14, and the Sorensen from the
Driver-Kroeber by subtracting about 0.02. These rescalings of the
metrics are dependent on the size of the intersection. When the in-
tersection size is small and the sets’ complement sizes is large then
the difference between the metrics is low, as illustrated in Figure 4.
The behaviour of the metrics, relative to each other, functions in
the same manner irrespective of the difference in tense of the rules.
Applying this to Table 2, then, e.g., the difference between Jaccard’s
and Driver-Kroeber is 0.595-0.423=0.172, which is somewhat higher
than average, as the intersection size is substantial.
Thus, while the actual similarity measure values differ, they are
interchangeable modulus the conversion factor, and at least for
the word space of the words generated by the respective CFGs of
isiXhosa and isiZulu, they behave accordingly.
6Recall that the Jaccard is able to deduce the ratio of the shared items to the complete
set of verbs and the Driver-Kroeber gives an average measure of the similarity of the
each set to the other
5 DISCUSSION
We now return to the questions posed in Section 1. First, How simi-
lar are isiXhosa and isiZulu verbs? : the results show that the most
intuitive similarity measures are Jaccard and Driver-Kroeber, re-
porting 42% (Jaccard) and 59.5% (Driver-Kroeber) similarity for the
isiZulu and isiXhosa verb fragment investigated. Their difference
is close to the average difference between the two measures (recall
Section 4.3) and the 0.175 difference is due to the difference in the
formulation of the two metrics and not the languages. Or: when
scaled, these metrics are effectively interchangeable.
The similarity value may turn out higher or lower for other frag-
ments or larger fragment, and we caution against a blank general-
isability at this stage. The respective CFGs exhibit overgeneration,
and the quality of the isiXhosa rules may be better than for isiZulu,
as indirectly evaluated by two linguists. The difference is mostly
due to the large number of ‘incorrect’ spaced/compound future
tense verbs in isiZulu. Its impact is that the combined past+future
rules cluster have a low similarity score unlike the present tense
rules cluster where there are less incorrect isiZulu verbs. This also
indicates that adding phonological conditioning likely will have
the largest impact on attempts to reduce the overgeneration.
Regarding the second question, Can a single merged set of gram-
mar rules be used to produce correct verbs for both languages?, the
answer is that it may be feasible but at the cost of some accuracy
and complexity of maintainability. The investigation into and for-
malisation of the part of the verb grammar showed that the suffix
and final vowel in the two languages operate in the same man-
ner. However, it cannot be excluded that there may be differences
when other suffixal features are considered. The analysis suggests
that a modularised rule set for the prefix, verb root, and suffix
would enable the exploitation of the similarities between the two
languages, and for these two languages only the prefix module
would be differentiated. Such an approach would, in theory at least,
then also be extensible to other closely related languages in the
Nguni group, such as isiNdebele and siSwati, and perhaps also other
Bantu languages, as bootstrapping between geographically distant
Bantu languages was deemed feasible for at least one experiment
in knowledge-to-text natural language generation [3].
Although the paper focused specifically on trying to find simi-
larity measures that would work for isiZulu and isiXhosa, the same
approach can easily be used for other pairs of related languages.
That is, not just by comparing grammar rules, but especially the
word spaces of the strings generated by the grammars to obtain a
value for comparison that, in turn can inform potential for boot-
strapping for a range of NLP tasks. For instance, present and past
tense generation is similar in Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian where
some of the terminals are the same or have a single letter permuta-
tion, such as 3rd pers. sg. -a among all three and five among Spanish
and Portuguese (differing 3rd pers. pl. -an vs -am), and past tenses
-ato in Italian vs -ado in Spanish and Portuguese, respectively, for
-are/-ar ending verbs. The approach presented in this paper can
assist with quantifying the intuition that Spanish and Portuguese
are more similar than Spanish and Italian.
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Language space similarity was assessed with four similarity mea-
sures, where the Driver-Kroeber metric returns the highest value,
and the other three—Jaccard, Sorensen, and Sorgenfrei—can be
rescaled to it. For isiXhosa and isiZulu, it showed a 59.5% (Driver-
Kroeber) morphosyntactic similarity of the words generated by
their respective CFGs of a fragment of the verb. The rules for the
verb fragments were developed for this task, noting that the 49
isiZulu and 52 isiXhosa rules share 42 rules. The differences that
are found in the rules that encode morphotactics. The verb rule
differences of the variables are minor with respect to the structure.
The three diverging terminal-generating rules have a substantial
impact on the similarity measure value.
Current and future work includes investigating the verb’s prefix-
suffix cross dependency and adding phonological conditioning to
refine the grammar, and, pending linguistic advances, a comparison
with isiNdebele verb grammar.
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